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Question Answer  

How do Tuck alums typically pursue careers in 
Private Equity? Do they first go into investment 
banking? And do Tuck’s career services cater to 
students who want to pursue private equity? 

Tuck has a good number of alums in the PE 
sector, which is usually a long-term move, usually 
starting in Investment Banking. Tuck has a center 
for Private Equity, that brings in speakers and 
helps you to network in the space, but we have 
seen very few (1-2) students a year successfully 
secure a PE job immediately post-Tuck. And in 
most cases, those students already have previous 
PE experience. 

I am curious as to how students prioritize which 
electives and activities they partake in. It seems 
that there are many ways to get involved and be 
engaged at Tuck. What has helped ease the 
decision process and decreased any sense of 
FOMO? 

Every person prioritizes their time differently.  
The three biggest “categories” of things you’ll 
need to juggle are 1) academics, 2) recruiting, and 
3) social activities. It’s amazing how quickly the 
time goes so you won’t be able to do everything, 
but I would encourage you to reflect on what 
your MBA goals are ahead of time.  Write them 
down before coming to school and then check in 
with yourself every 2-3 months to see how you're 
tracking and to determine whether you want to 
modify or change any of your goals as your 
experience evolves 

I'm interested in moving to Marketing for CPG 
brands. Given that a relatively small number of 
students go into this direction, is there a 
difference in recruitment process? 

CPG and Brand Management jobs are part of a 
regular MBA career track. We have a dedicated 
adviser focused on that industry and the timing is 
similar to any of the other major tracks (e.g. 
consulting and investment banking): Applications 
in Oct-Nov of your first year. Interviews usually by 
January and offers by February (for internships). 

What healthcare companies do alumni 
predominantly work/get recruited for, which 
cities are strong for Tuck alumni in healthcare, 
what percentage of Tuck students focus on the 
healthcare industry? Furthermore, what are 
some good healthcare industry 
classes/professors I should look into? 

Every year there are health care companies who 
leave Tuck wishing they hired more students - 
including CVS, UnitedHealth/Optum, Genentech, 
Bristol Myers Squib, LEK, Chartis, Huron, Trinity 
etc., I could keep going.   You are likely looking at 
Boston/SF/Minneapolis location wise, though 
you'll have some flexibility.  I'm the primary coach 
for people interested in healthcare and they 
typically all get multiple offers by graduation. 

Besides consulting, banking and tech, what are 
some other options that are accessible to 
international students? 

Those are three major tracks here at Tuck (65% of 
students follow them) for both domestic and 
international students. Other industries like e.g. 
Health Care, Leadership Programs, Energy, Media 
might not have as many employers sponsoring 
(here in the US), but there are a few companies 
that would sponsor in those fields (or hire you 
back home) and it's all about working with Career 
Services to identify those opportunities.  
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Could you all speak to the recruiting you did 
outside of the normal channels (career center or 
organizations)? 

Our normal channels involve bringing 50+ 
organizations to campus for interviews and 
company briefings.   Outside of that, we help you 
find contacts at companies that you target.  The 
first step in everyone's career exploration is 
figuring out a list of companies you want to 
target, then we (Career Services) shows you how 
to get there. 

I'd like to learn more about the Finance Club at 
Tuck. How have current students used club 
resources (networking events, access to 
recruiters, advice from second year students) to 
break into investment banking? Do you have a 
personal anecdote of how you took advantage of 
recruiting? 

The finance club as well as our dedicated adviser 
in career services are very helpful along the way. 
From organizing a Wall street trek, reviewing 
cover letter and resume, and coaching you 
through particular interactions you have with 
bankers. I don't have a particular anecdote to 
share, and I don't think we have students on this 
chat today who participated in IB recruiting. You 
can check on our Ambassador website any Tuck 
students who pursued investment banking and 
get in touch with them for more info. 

In your view, how has the class size impacted 
your experience at Tuck? 

Tuck’s small class size was a huge factor in why I 
picked the school. For me personally, it’s been a 
unique opportunity to get to know everyone in 
my class. I love passing classmates in the hall and 
knowing them by name, asking them about their 
weekend, etc.  As someone who went to a large 
university for undergrad, I've really enjoyed the 
smaller setting that Tuck has to offer. 

How does the career office help students with 
international backgrounds and experiences 
market themselves to American employers? 

We have an Adviser in Career Services who 
focuses exclusively on international students. You 
can work with him or the industry-specific adviser 
to identify the skills and experiences from your 
background that would fit the employers and jobs 
you'd target as a student. 

I was wondering what sort of career 
opportunities exist for students who want to 
pursue renewable energy and sustainability? Any 
companies that come to campus in that regards? 

A few companies you may want to consider: 
Nexterra Energy, Irving Oil (just posted a CSR 
MBA internship this week), and Exxon.  There are 
not hundreds of post-MBA jobs in this space, so 
your search will require a little digging to find 
target companies. 

1) Is there a priority that is given to Round 1 
applicants versus Round 2 and 3? 
2) Generally, my understanding is that 29 years is 
the average age of MBA applicants. How much 
does age stretch above 29 years (are there a lot 
of 30 year olds in the cohort?) 

There is no priority, but we encourage everyone 
to apply round one.  
We have a wide age range here at Tuck! People 
come from all walks of life, with anywhere from 
3-10+ years of experience 
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What sectors do Tuck Alums who were 
international students typically go into? 
(except consulting and investment banking) 

30% into tech, 11% Health Care, 9% manufacturing 
are the top three (excluding consulting and IB) 
 
You can see the whole stats here on page 7: 
https://www.tuck.dartmouth.edu/uploads/content/
tuck_employment_report.pdf 

In the 2018 Tuck employment report, only 
about 4% of the class headed for the 
Southwest. If I am interested in investment 
banking, how difficult would it be to find 
employment in Texas, particularly Dallas or 
Austin? 

Investment banking requires a very heavily 
networked job search - you have to put in some face 
time, getting to know MBAs at your target firms, and 
I'd recommend planning a trip to Dallas/Austin to 
visit the companies that have offices there.  Those 
stats are pretty accurate, we don't get a ton of 
students who go to the SW, but we do have alumni 
and other connections to help you get a foot in the 
door. 

Is the recruiting process for Investment 
Management the same as for PE? (i.e. via 
networking and not campus recruiting as 
Consulting or Tech) 

Yes. IM is more networked and similar to PE in that 
sense. More opportunities happen in the spring and 
usually through networked conversations and 
interactions. 
I believe Fidelity and T. Rowe are the only IM firm 
recruiting through the On-campus process here at 
Tuck. 

How do Military veterans do when it comes to 
landing a job? Also, do companies have any 
reservations against hiring them since they 
have to change their field post MBA from 
military to corporate? 

Veterans typically do very well finding jobs and you 
are already arriving at Tuck with a strong network of 
other veterans who have gone through the program 
or who are currently here.  I've not heard of a single 
company that has reservations about hiring 
someone in the military, quite the opposite.  Almost 
every MBA recruiter I speak with is looking for 
strong candidates who are switching careers. 

As a second year student looking back, what 
are some of the highlights of Tuck's core 
curriculum that would separate it from other 
top MBA schools? 

I can’t speak to other MBA programs but I would say 
a few of the highlights for me with respect to Tuck’s 
core curriculum have been Managerial 
Communications (teaches you how to communicate 
with brevity and impact), Operations (very 
interesting to learn about how companies manage 
large-scale operations), and the First-Year Project (a 
capstone you complete at the end of your first year) 

For second year students answering questions, 
what has been your favorite course? 
Professor? And why? Also, which course has 
been a pleasant surprise? (Subjective but still 
interested in learning why) 

From an alum: Take Managerial Accounting.  I was 
lucky enough to take it first year, used it over my 
summer and at every job since. 
Marc Aquila, T'07 
Tuck Career Services 
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I'm interested in a career in entertainment 
and technology and wanted to better 
understand Tuck's engagement with those 
industries through clubs and organizations, 
class focuses, industry visits, recruitment, and 
other aspects of student life! Could you help 
speak a bit more about this focus? 

There are a few ways to interact with companies in 
that space, besides what Career Services organizes. 
The tech club organizes treks to the West Coast, 
NYC, and Boston to visit companies. They also hold a 
tech conference every year in October. In addition 
the Media club holds a conference in spring and 
sometimes a trek, too. The Center for Digital 
Strategies brings in speakers monthly, and you can 
be a first year associate or second year fellow. As a 
fellow you'll get exposure to visiting executives, 
small group discussions, and a chance to tackle a 
research topic of your choosing. 

Is there flexibility in the first year? How many 
electives could you take? When does the 
career customization begin during schooling? 

You do have the option to take electives in your first 
year. The actual number of electives depends on 
whether you exempt parts of the core curriculum 
(which most people do not). Second year is all 
elective based. Career customization of classes is up 
to each student’s discretion. If you want to take 
classes that you think will help you in your job post 
school, by all means go for it. But lots of folks also 
choose to use their electives to learn about different 
industries they are interested in but unlikely to work 
in after Tuck. Totally depends on personal 
preference! 

How does Tuck's alumni networks support 
current students? Does anyone have an 
illustrative example of how alumni have 
influenced or supported them either 
academically or professionally? 

It never crossed my mind to ask an alum for 
academic advice- there are so many resources on 
campus for academics it is not necessary. 
Professionally, I chose my post-MBA employer based 
on the alumni I spoke with and what they taught me 
about the company.  So many people come to 
campus, I'd recommend speaking to as many of 
them as you can, find out what their experience was 
like, and choose a company where you feel you can 
be successful.  Dozens of alums have helped me 
along the way, and I've never had an alum not 
respond to a request in 12+ years. 

I am currently interested in moving towards 
consulting. How hard is it to move into this 
industry post MBA for students that don’t 
have any prior experience working in 
consulting? 

Consulting firms welcome all backgrounds and there 
is no specific industry they need to see on your 
resume in order for you to be a “good fit.”  Many 
consulting firms recruit on campus at Tuck so you’d 
have lots of opportunities to learn more about each 
firm before deciding which ones to apply to. 
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I have a question regarding the overall 
perception of recruiters with respect to the 
International students who would require VISA 
sponsorship going forward. Are there any 
apprehensions or the premium nature of Tuck 
has alleviated any such prejudices amongst 
recruiters? 

Recruiters will identify pretty clearly whether they 
sponsor international students or not. This means 
that as an international students you will have less 
available opportunities to pursue here in the US 
(compared to domestic students), but for those 
recruiters who identified themselves as open to 
hiring all candidates, we have not seen any 
prejudice towards international students. 

After speaking to some Tuckies that have 
pursued consulting, I've found that some firms, 
like McKinsey, but not all, recruit by office 
location and that obviously dictates how to 
target networking. Are you able to provide 
more color on which consulting firms recruit by 
office and if location specific networking differs 
from non-location specific in any meaningful 
capacity? 

The consulting recruiting process at Tuck starts out 
very broad - mainly an opportunity for you to get to 
know all of the firms through informal company 
briefings, social events, etc. After a few weeks, 
you’ll want to start thinking more about which 
office locations you are most excited about as most 
firms will ask you to rank offices in order of 
preference when you submit your application 

I am an HR professional. What would the job 
prospects on campus be like for me? How 
much of an influence would this experience 
have on me moving to General Management or 
Consulting? 

Career Services will work with you to tease out the 
transferable skills from your background and help 
you identify the best opportunities based on that 
and your interest. I have seen people with HR 
background move into consulting and GM. 
Consulting has human capital practices, too, which 
might be a great fit. 

I am an international military applicant. Given 
my military background (and no prior 
consulting and corporate experience), what 
would be the challenges I would face at the 
time of recruitment if I want to switch to a 
consulting role post MBA? 

The biggest challenge would be to identify the right 
transferrable skills from your background and how 
those apply to consulting, but we have seen many, 
many veterans successfully pursue a career in 
consulting. (I'd say the majority of veterans 
probably find jobs in consulting). 

Does each tuck student get assigned a career 
services counselor who reaches out and helps 
guide through the recruitment process or is the 
onus on the student to reach out and utilize the 
services? 

It’s usually up to the student. I can choose who I 
want to meet and for what industry/role. That said 
CDO sends out emails/updates on job postings and 
companies on campus so they do reach out to 
students! 

I would like to understand Tuck’s policy around 
the number of offers a student can hold before 
deciding on one.  

For internships especially, as soon as you know you 
are going to accept an offer, we ask that you turn 
down other interviews and offers.  It helps your 
classmates and plenty of students (myself included) 
have benefitted from that policy.  There is little to 
negotiate for a summer internship.  The same goes 
for full-time recruiting except that you may be 
negotiating with one company while you interview 
with another.  Again, as soon as you know you are 
going to accept, tell the other companies you are 
speaking with.   
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I'd be moving from an indirectly related field. In 
your experience, would you say that it would 
be beneficial to gain direct work experience 
before starting the course (through an 
internship or other junior position) or is that 
not necessary? 

The only thing I would recommend doing before 
enrollment is reaching out and having 
conversations with people in the industry you are 
targeting now.  It will help build your network and 
learn any terminology that may be foreign to you.  
Most companies are excited to speak with career 
changers - you are bringing excellent experience in 
your current industry and will get to apply it 
somewhere new because you are smart! 

Are there any recruiting events where a group 
of students would go to NYC / Boston / west 
coast together? What clubs or organizations 
would normally hold these events? 

Yes there are clubs that host treks - consulting, 
marketing, or tech clubs often host these to the 
cities you’ve mentioned 

I have a total of 10 years of work ex, with about 
5 of it in the non-profit sector. I would like to 
now move to sustainability roles either as part 
of a company’s internal teams or as a 
sustainability consultant. I was wondering 
whether such roles are usually open to 
international students and whether any on-
campus recruitment happens for such roles. 

Sustainability roles are not usual MBA tracks, so 
such roles are generally very difficult to get for any 
student (or potentially not even in line with MBA 
salary expectations). Having said that, this year one 
company is recruiting for the Corporate Social 
Responsibility role and they are open to 
international students. 

What are the electives like at Tuck? Are there 
any opportunities to take classes in any of 
Dartmouth's other schools? 

The elective offerings are broad - they cover all 
functions of business (strat, marketing, venture, 
private equity, ops) and go deeper into topics or 
industries. You can also take classes at Thayer or 
audit undergrad courses 

Can you throw some light on which companies 
recruit military veterans and in what roles? 

All companies hire military veterans (i.e. I haven't 
heard of any company discriminate based on 
military background). Some companies even have 
special veteran programs (many consulting firms, 
investment banks, Amazon, Google, etc.) and there 
is an annual MBA Veterans Conference, where 
companies with veteran's programs participate. 

How early are the typical recruiting cycles for 
consulting/investment banking internships? 

Typical recruiting for consulting and investment 
banking starts ~4 weeks after you start classes in 
the fall 

What is the recruiting process like in year 2 for 
those students who are not returning to the 
intern company for full time employment? 

It starts early for on-campus companies (resume 
drop in September, interviews in October). if you 
want to do start-ups or non-traditional roles, then 
it is likely you’ll have to wait until spring as these 
companies do just in time hiring 
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Does the smaller class size mean a tighter alumni 
connect network? 

For sure. I know most of my classmates (which is 
rare in most b-schools) and it’s easy to bond with 
alumni over the core/1st year since everyone 
goes through the same experience 

How does the career services prepare Tuck 
students for interviews? 

Counselors offer mock interviews, and there are 
interview workshops as well. clubs also host their 
own interview tips 

Are there any specific resources for students 
interested in pursuing Corporate Development? 
Who should we be talking to? 

Crop Dev opportunities (i.e. M&A) are very few 
for MBA grads and usually reserved for students 
with prior deal experience (investment banking, 
deal advising, internal M&A, etc). As a student, 
you'd be working with the finance club and the 
different career advisers depending on the 
industry you are targeting. 

Are there any campus organizations that assist / 
consult for local small businesses? If so, are 
opportunities available for MBA students? 

We have a Community Consulting Club that does 
exactly that! 

As per career statistics few international 
candidates from the class do not get recruited 
and may have to return back to their countries. 
What are few general reasons why such 
candidates don’t get recruited? Or are they just 
purely unlucky? 

Career statistics are gathered by graduation and 
three months out. It is still possible that even if 
the number doesn't add up to 100%, those 
international student still pursuing a job 3 
months post-graduation secure in a job in the US 
ultimately. For those who end up returning back 
to their home country, we don't track the reason 
for such a decision. It might be that they were 
unlucky as you say, too narrowly focused on 
opportunities, or couldn't materialize on the 
opportunities they had. 

What % of students work in startups (Companies 
up to Series C)? How is the recruitment process 
different? And do these companies sponsor 
international students? 

Don’t have percentages. But the basic difference 
in recruiting is that you have to wait till the spring 
to get an internship and network through the 
year. Sponsorship is dependent on the company 

Do you know what percentage of students go full 
time with the company they did their summer 
internship with? 

If you intern with a startup or pitch a project to a 
company for the summer, it is very unlikely to 
result in a return offer - these are companies that 
don't often need MBA talent and definitely don't 
know they need it a year out. 
For companies that have a structured MBA 
recruiting process, about 90% of Tuck students 
get a return offer from their summer internships, 
many of those also re-recruit second year. 

In regards to consulting recruitment, how heavily 
is an applicant's GMAT considered? And are there 
any hard cut offs? 

That’s not true - there are no strict cut offs for 
consulting recruiting. 

 


